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Abstract

A highly sensitive detector for neutral particles has been designed and applied to photon

stimulated resorption from condensed NH3, and adsorbed and condensed H20. Results on

repulsive N1s and 01s core-to-bound excitations are reported, which for the isolated

molecules are expected to stimulate ultrafast bond breaking and predominant emission of

neutral H-atoms. For NH3 and H20 molecules on sw%acesstrong H-atom signals are obtained

for the entire O 1s and N1s excitation energy range, but no selective enhancement due to

ultrafast dissociation, although the previously observed enhancement of H+-emission is well

reproduced. Possible matrix effects are discussed as explanation for this contrasting behavior

of isolated and adsorbed/condensed molecules.
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Introduction (iJs~l

Ultrafkst photodissociation and photodesoption (UFD), i.e. bond breaking during the lifetime

of a core-excited state, has continuously attracted interest since its first detection in the decay

spectra of [Br3d]4pcr* excited HBr /1/. Although UFD-processes spectroscopically have also

been detected in non-hydrogen compounds, e.g. for 02 /2/ and Nz /3/, the hydrides of the

halogens /4,5/, the chalcogenes /6-12/, of ammonia /13/, as well as benzene /14/have been the

favorite objects for investigations of this effect. For these molecules strongly antibonding,

[core]a”-states exist which efllciently drive dissociation, and the light hydrogen atom eases

rapid bond breaking. For the halogen hydrides /15/, water and ammonia /16/ these [core]a*-

states appear in photoabsorption or electron energy loss spectra as broad, but intense maxima

without any indications of vibrational fme structure. In electron decay spectra obtained from

the halogen hydrides, UFD manifests itself by the appearance of atomic lines/1,4,5/. Although

the interpretation of these spectra is not as easy as originally assumed because atomic and

molecular lines sometimes overlap (compare refs. 1,4 and 5), the existence of UFD is well

proven. For N1s/O 1s excitations of water and ammonia the situation is less clear. According to

different theoretical studies (see /16/ and references cited therein), their lowest core to bound

resonances are of mixed antibonding o’ and Rydberg character. Particularly for water the o*-

contribution is strong. UFD into HO* and H is likely for [Nl s]4a1 and[Ol s]4a1 excitations of

ammonia and water, respectively. In a very recent high resolution photoionization study of

isolated water molecules the existence of fiagrnentation into neutral H-atoms was concluded

for [Ols]4a1 excitations from a carefil analysis of mass resolved ion yields detected in

coincidence /1 1/. It was shown that the amount of hydrogen that was detected for the



[Ols]4al-resonance as H+ was too small to account for all possible decay routes leading to

isolated H-atoms, either charged or not, and that the missing rest had to be emitted as neutrals.

It was an indirect conclusion, because the direct detection of neutral H-atoms was not

possible. Photon stimulated resorption from condensed, physisorbed and chemisorbed layers

of H20 and NH3 on metal surfaces shows a very different result /7-9,12,13/. Here, the H+-

yield is not depleted but enhanced for all core-to-bound resonances containing on-character, for

water /7-9, 12/ as well as for ammonia/13/. This enhancement was explained by UFD,

particularly by enhanced dissociation through the strongly antibonding [01 s]4al-state /7-9/.

Pioneering PEPICO experiments by Mase et al. on condensed water support this

interpretation /12/. However, in spite of considerable experimental and theoretical progress the

situation remains unsatisfactory from the photochemical point of view because for the isolated

as well as for the condensed/adsorbed molecules the conclusions are indirect. In one case UFD

is concluded fi-omthe depletion, and in the other fi-omthe enhancement of the proton-signal,

but neutral H atoms were not detected in either case. Although it is well known that charge

transfer processes on surilaces can strongly change the relative abundances of desorbing ions

and neutrals, the strong enhancement of H+by UFD in resorption from surfaces is not totally

as expected because in most cases substrate-adsorbate charge transfer decreases the primary

amount of charge that is located on the desorbing particle; here it is increased. To remove this

ambiguities, a direct experiment, i.e. one which detects the neutral H atoms, is needed. For the

gas phase, such measurements are presently very difficult because of the low density of gas

targets and the low efllciency of detectors for neutrals in combination with the limited photon

flux of high spectral resolution synchrotronsbeam lines. DIET from surfaces can serve as a



particle source with much higher brilliance, and the prognosis is much better for a surface than

for a gas phase experiment. We have decided to tackle this problem by improving our detector

for neutral particles that previously has been used for the investigation of OO-DIET/17/. In

the following chapters we f~st describe the experiment including the improvements of the

detector and then the results that have been obtained for H@ and NH~.

Experiment

All measurements were performed at the BW3 beamline of HASYLAB at DESY in Hamburg.

The Ru(OO1)substrate was cleaned by Ar+-sputtering, heating in oxyge~ and annealing, and

the cleanliness was checked by XPS and NEXAFS. Bilayers and monolayer of water were

prepared under control of thermal resorption spectroscopy according to the procedures of

refs.7,8, 18. Multilayers were directly dosed through a microcapillary gas closer. All data were

recorded at a sample temperature of 20K.

Fig. 1 shows the detector arrangement. The light was 7° grazing with respect to the surface,

with the polarization vector either filly within the surface plane (Axy polarization) or 7° off-

norrnal (AJ The neutral particles were detected with a highly sensitive quadruple mass

spectrometer (QMS) equipped with a liquid helium cooled copper cap over the ionizer. The

residual gas molecules (except H.J in the ionizer region were efficiently removed by

condensation and cryo-trapping onto the caps inner surfaces. To trap Hz and H, two Ti

evaporation sources were mounted inside the copper cap around the ionizer and around the

QMS mass filter, which deposited a very efficient getter film onto the inner surface of the



liquid helium cooled containment. To fhrther enhance the signallbackground ratio, the light was

chopped and the QMS signal processed by a lock-in amplifier. NH30,NHzO,NHO,H200, OHO,

HzOand Ho signals were recorded. The signals of the heavier constituents were used to

properly subtract their contributions to the lighter species due to.cracking by electron impact

inside the ionizer. The cracking patterns were obtained by carefid calibration measurements

under identical operation conditions of the ionizer. We also measured the yield of decay

electrons with a standard partial electron yield (PY) detector at grazing exit angle for maximum

surface sensitivity, in parallel with either the ion or the atom yield. Desorbing ions were

detected by setting the potentials of all parts of the ionizer to zero and the field axis of the

QMS to a negative value (typically -20 Volts). The system base pressure was 2 x 10-11 mbar.

Results and discussion

The shapes of the PY and the ~-signals obtained here from 10 layers of NH3 for Nls

excitation are in perfect agreement with the results of ref. 13, for A. (l?ig.2a) as well as AXY-

light (Fig.2b). We were able to reproduce the bulk to stiace-shift of the ~ls]4al-state

(400.7/400.8 eV for the surface and 401 .2eV for the bulk) as well as the symmetry splitting of

its surface component by about 100 meV (cf. Figs 2a and 2b). The enhancement of the H+-

signal compared with the PY is well seen, particularly for A=-light (by about a factor 7, see

Fig.2a), as is the contribution of surface ~ls]4al-excitations to the PY signal, which clearly

exhibits birnodal behavior in this energy range (Fig.2a). The Ho, H20,and NH30-PSDyields on

the other hand do not show any enhancement for ml s]4al-excitations of surface molecules.



They perfectly follow the photoabsorption of the bulk, and the surface state that is clearly

seen in the PY signal is absent or very strongly depleted (see the insets in Figs2a,b).

The results for water are very similar (Figs 3a,b). As for NH3 and as in previous experiments

/7,8,1 2/, we find strong enhancement of ~-emission for those excitations which are expected

to cause UFD, [01 s]4al for AZand [Ols]2b2 for AXY.We also fmd selective enhancement of

H2+-emission (not shown in Fig.3), which could be due to a direct photoinduced process as

found for the isolated molecule /11/, or to a pick-up reaction by H+-ions desorbing from

deeper layers. Because the spectral yield of the H2+-signal resembles the surface component

(Fig.2), a direct process is more likely. As for NH3, however, any significant enhancement of

the Ho- DIET is missing for those energy ranges, where a strongly enhanced proton emission

is found. A slight enhancement of the H-atom signal could be present for the [01 s]4al-state,

but only for the (blue-shifted) bullq not for the surface contributions (see the insets in Fig.3).

For the bilayer and the monolayer the very weak Ho-signals do not show any significant

deviations from the PY in shape either (not shown).

The absence of UFD induced neutral H-atoms from condensed ammonia, and condensed and

adsorbed water in our measurements is surprising. The trivial explanation would be that our

apparatus is not sensitive enough to detect them because of i) the low ionization cross section

of the H-atoms/19/ and ii) their possibly large velocities. The fact that we definitely see HO-

PSD (Figs.2,3) does not exclude that we could miss those H-atoms stemming from UFD. The

main part of the Ho-signals depicted in Figs.2,3 could be due to X-ray induced electron

stimulated resorption (XESD), an explanation which is corroborated by their closely PY-



related shapes, whereas the true UFD-atoms could be much faster. However, comparing the

ionization cross sections for H, N, and O, and the velocity distributions that have been

obtained for O-atoms /20/ which could be well detected even with our older, less sensitive set-

up /17/, and velocities of UFD H-atoms expected from the potential details of ref. 16, we find

that the sensitivity of our experiment should be sufficient, provided ‘AatUFD-atoms are not a

minority species and that their angular distributions are not extremely broad, i.e. much broader

than those of the ions. A minority species as origin of the enhanced H+-signal can certainly be

excIuded for NH3, where the proton emission is well correlated with the surface

photoabso~tion peak seen in the PY-signal. In particular for NH~ monolayer prepared on

Xc/metal sandwiches the bulk part of the PY-signal vanishes completely and only that surface

component is lefl over (/13/; because of extreme beam damage and charging, it was not possible

to measure on such sandwich layers with undulator radiation, which is mandatory for

experiments with neutrals). For water the situation is less clear because a well discernible

surface maximum is missing in the PY at the energy position of the proton-PSD maximum

(multi- (Fig.3) and monolayer), or is extremely weak (bilayer). The excitation energy of the

proton peak (533 eV) remains constant within less than 10% of the peak width horn the

multi- to the monolayer (not shown). For the monolayer /8/, which certainly is an incomplete

bilayer/18/ with many defects rather than a real smooth monolayer, proton-PSD from defect

states is likely. For the well ordered bilayer and for thicker layers which on their surfhce also

possess bilayer structures /22/, H’-emission most probably does not stem from minority

states, in agreement with results of PEPICO experiments /12/.



Obviously, contrasting results are obtained for the isolated water molecules on the one hand,

and for condensed and adsorbed molecules on the other for those electronic excitations that

most likely stimulated UFD. For isolated (H20) molecules the H+-yield is depleted as

expected for UFD and additional (hidden) abundance of Ho is likely/11/, for the H20-surface

the H+-yield is enhanced and Ho cannot be detected. This clearly shows that the selective

enhancement of H+ seen for [core]4a1-excitation is not due to a molecular, but to a matrix-

induced effect. We have to look for an effect which allows the repulsive core-excited state to

live long enough for an efficient acceleration of the H-atom in order to favor dissociation, but

polarizes the H atoms towards a positive ion before it leaves the surface and makes resorption

as H+possible. Charge transfer between the two separating fragments after core hole decay is

possible, but it should exist for the isolated molecule as well, where it is not observed /1 1/. An

alternative explanation would be that the excited electron is delocalized from the 4a1-orbital

into the matrix already during the lifetime of the O1s hole. For adsorbates such charge transfer

processes are well known for valence as well as for core-excited states /23,24/. The event of

the core decay would then find a dissociating molecule that is already strongly polarized

towards a positive ion, and ionic hydrogen resorption would prevail. If the delocalization of

the 4a1-electrons were not too fast on the time scale of core hole decay, the acceleration effect

of the antibonding core-excited state could be preserved and the overall resorption yield would

be enhanced as observed in the experiment. Positive polarization of those H atoms that reach

out of the surface in the initial state is likely and would even intensi~ PSD of H+. Careful

investigations by decay electron spectroscopy are needed to test this hypothesis. We believe

that the alternative explanation for our findings, e.g. very different angular distributions for the



ions and the neutrals, is less likely. To narrow the angular distribution of desorbing particles

by ionization (recall that the H-atoms start neutral in UFD) requires considerable acceleration

to be associated with the ionization event. Neither is the source for such an acceleration in

sight, nor are the H-ions desorbed by [core]4a1-excitations extraordinarily fast. For water, they

are slightly slower than those obtained for the main peak /8/.
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Figure captions

Fig. 1 Detector for neutral particles. Hydrogen atoms and molecules are efficiently pumped

by Ti-films evaporated onto the inner surface of l-He cryostat.

Fig.2 PSD of ionic and neutral species from 10 layers of ammonia on a Ru(OO1)surface by

N1s excitation, for AXY(a) and AZ-light(b). For the ml s]4al-excitation range, the

insets show signals plotted with identical base lines to ease the comparison of their

spectral shapes.

Fig.3 PSD of ionic and neutral species horn 10 layers of water on Ru(OOl) by 01s

excitatio~ for AXY(a) and AZ-light (b). For the ml s]4a1-excitation range, the insets

show signals plotted with identical base lines to ease the comparison of their spectral

shapes.
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